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‘‘There is always happiness, wealth and prosperity to those around
whose neck a chaste and pure lady, Lèlávatè, belonging to a respectable
family, endowed with good virtues, throws her arms’’ - Lèlávatè of
Bháskara II.
This is the ùloka with which Bháskarácárya, the most popular among
Indian mathematicians and astronomers, concludes his popular text
Lèlávatè. But then anyone wonders how this stanza, glorifying pleasure
and fortune of one who is blessed with the grace of a beautiful and virtuous
lady, be related to mathematics. This ùloka is a double entendre (ùleúa)
having another meaning : ‘‘Joy and happiness are indeed ever increasing
in this world for those who have the text of Lèlávatè clasped to their throats
(i.e., mastered by them) decorated as the members are with (the
mathematical topics) of neat reduction of factors, multiplication and
involution, pure and perfect as are the solutions (of the problems), and
tasteful as is the speech which is with examples’’.
Bháskara’s greatness lies in making mathematics highly
irresistible and attractive. Our celebrated mathematician Bháskarácárya,
of the twelfth century, is generally referred to as Bháskara II to
distinguish him from his namesake of the sixth century.
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1. Bháskara’s time and works
According to Bháskara’s own statement, he belonged to Vijjaãa
Viãa (or Bijjaãa Biãa) near the line of Sahyádri mountains. He was born
in 1114 AD. Bhákara’s father was Maheùvara, a saintly and scholarly
person belonging to the Ùáïãilya gotra.
The place Vijjaãa Viãa is identified with modern Bijapur belonging
to Karnataka. However, some scholars have identified the name with
other places in Maharashtra.
Bháskara’s celebrated work, Siddhánta Ùiromaïi consists of four
parts namely, Lèlávatè, Bèjagaïitam, Grahagaïitam and Goládhyáya. The
first two, generally treated as independent texts, deal exclusively with
mathematics and the last two with astronomy.
In 1183 AD, when he was 69 years old, Bháskara composed
another smaller astronomical text called Karaïa Kutühalam.
Bháskara has given the ayanáíùa (the amount of the precession
of the equinoxes) as 11o for the ùaka year 1105 (i.e., 1183 AD) when he
composed his karaïa work (handbook).
A stone inscription was discovered at a place called Páûan, about
10 miles southwest of Chalisgaon in Maharashtra. According to that
inscription (see Epigraphia Indica, Vol. I, pp. 340), Changadeva, a
grandson of Bháskara II, was an astronomer at the court of King Singhana
of the Yadava dynasty. King Singhana ruled at Devagiri from ùaka 1132
to 1159 (i.e., 1210 to 1237 AD). Changadeva built a monastery at Páûan
for propagating the works of Bháskarácárya and his descendents. King
Saideva of Nikhumbha dynasty made an endowment for the maintenance
of the monastery in ùaka 1129 (i.e., 1207 AD).
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Changadeva, in his inscription, states that King Jaitrapála invited
Lakúmèdhara, son of Bháskarácárya from the town Páûan.
Lèlávatè is an extremely popular text dealing with arithmetic,
elementary algebra, geometry and mensuration. Bèjagaïitam is a treatise
on advanced algebra.
Grahagaïitam and Goládhyáya are completely devoted to
computations of planetary motions, eclipses etc., and rationales of
spherical astronomy.
Bháskara has condensed in his mathematical texts the remarkable
contributions of his predecessors, Áryabhaûa, Brahmagupta, Ùrèdhara and
Padmanábha. Although Bháskara does not mention the ninth century
Karnataka mathematician Mahávèra’s name, he seems to be greatly
influenced by the latter’s work. Many examples given by Bháskara greatly
resemble similar examples given in the Gaïita Sára Sañgraha of
Mahávèra. The coincidence cannot be just accidental especially since
Mahávèra preceded Bháskara by nearly three centuries and hailed from
almost the same region.
Bháskara has written a detailed commentary on the Siddhánta
Ùiromaïi and it is called Vásaná Bháúya. In this commentary very
interesting and illustrative examples are worked out.
Bháskara mentions that his birth took place in the ùaka year 1036
(i.e., 1114 AD) and that he composed his Ùiddhánta Ùiromaïi when he
was 36 years old (i.e., in 1150 AD)
In the Grahagaïitam part, Bháskara has extensively dealt with
the determination of mean and true positions of planets, the three
problems (‘‘tripraùna’’) relating to time, direction and place, the lunar
and solar eclipses, risings and settings and conjunctions of the planets.
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The chapter on spherical astronomy, Goládhyáya, is very
important from the point of view of theoretical astronomy. Rationales for
the formulae used are provided. The eccentric and epicyclic theories for
the motions of planets, as theoretical bases, are clearly developed.
An account of the large number of astronomical instruments is
given in Yantrádhyáya. Bháskara greatly improved upon the formulae
and methods adopted by earlier Indian astronomers.
In the Karaïa Kutühalam, Bháskara has adopted as epoch, for
computations, the sunrise of February 24, 1183 AD (Julian), Thursday.
This tract is also well-known as Grahágama Kutühalam. Some almanacmakers are using this text even now for their computations. In fact a
voluminous work called Jagaccandriká Sáraïè consists of ready-to-use
tables based on Bháskara’s tract. The text of Karaïa Kutühalam consists
of 139 ùlokas.
The work Siddhánta Ùiromaïi of Bháskara has attained the
highest degree of excellence, among the Indian astronomical treatises,
mainly because of various simplified methods and rationales for the
underlying theories. This lucid but detailed treatment extends starting
from the computation of ahargaïa upto abstruse questions like those of
parallax and the sine tables. Among all the siddhántic texts, Bháskara’s
Siddhánta Ùiromaïi merits as the best and exhausive text for
understanding Indian astronomy.
2. Corrections to mean positions of planets
In finding the true positions of planets the earlier astronomers
had recognised the following important corrections to be applied to the
mean positions :
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(i) Deùántara samskára due to the difference in longitudes of the given
place and the central meridian (Ujjayinè); there is difference in the timings
of the sunrise on the same day at places with different longitudes.
(ii) Cara samskára due to the difference between the latitude of the given
place and the latitude of Lañká (i.e., the equator).
(iii) Bhujántara samskára - When the above two corrections are effected,
we get the mean position of a planet at the mean midnight of the given
place. But the true midnight at the place differs from the mean midnight
by what is called ‘‘equation of time’’. This equation of time is made up of
two constituents - one due to the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit and the
other due to the obliquity of the ecliptic with the celestial equator.
(iv) Udayántara samskára - As pointed out earlier, this is the correction
to get the positions of planets at the true midnight or sunrise caused by
the inclination (obliquity) of the ecliptic with the celestial equator.
Although it was astronomer Ùrèpati (1025 AD) who gave this
udayántara correction for the first time and actually called it ‘‘yátásava’’,
Bháskara later provided the rationale for this additional correction.
3. Moon’s equations
After obtaining the mean longitude of the Moon, some important
equations have to be applied for securing the true position. Among
hundreds of such corrections to be applied to the mean position, the
following are the three most important equations. Their approximate
coefficients are also given according to modern astronomy (see Brown’s
Lunar Theory).
(i)

Equation of Centre (Mandaphala) :
Equation of centre

= (2 e ---

1 3
e ) sin ϕ
4

= (377′ 19.06′′) sin ϕ
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where e is the eccentricity of the Moon’s elliptic orbit and ϕ is the Moon’s
mean anomaly given by
ϕ = (Moon’s mean long. – perigee)

Note : In Indian astronomy, instead of perigee, its opposite point, apogee
is considered.
(ii)

Evection :
Evection =

15
me sin (2 ξ ---  ϕ)
4

= (76′ 26′′) sin (2 ξ --- ϕ)
where ξ is the elongation of the Moon from the Sun
i.e., ξ = (Mean long. of the Moon – Mean long. of the Sun) and m is the
ratio of the mean daily motions of the Sun and the Moon.
(iii)

Variation :

59 3
893 4 
11 2
m +
m +
m  sin (2 ξ)
Variation = 
12
72

8
= (39′ 30′′) sin (2 ξ)
Thus, considering only these three important equations of the
Moon, the (approximate) true longitude ( λ ) of the Moon is given by
λ = L + 377′ sinϕ + 76′ sin (2ξ - ϕ) + 39′.5 sin(2ξ )
where L is the mean longitude of the Moon. In particular, at the syzygies
(i.e., the newmoon and fullmoon), ξ = 0o or ξ = 180o in which case the
variation term vanishes and the evection term reduces to – 76′ sin ϕ . In
that case, the (approximate) true longitude of the Moon at the new or full
moon is given by
λ = L + 377′ sin ϕ --- 76′ sin ϕ

= L + 301′ sin ϕ
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The equation of centre (mandaphala) was known since even before
Áryabhaûa I (476 AD). In fact, Áryabhaûa himself gave the coefficient in
the correct term as 300′ 15′′ . Brahmagupta in his Uttara Khaïãa
Khádyaka gives it as 301′.7 .
Actually, the second equation of the Moon viz., evection (combined
with a part of the equation of centre) was first given, among the Indian
astronomers, by Muòjala (or Maòjula, 932 AD) in his Laghumánasa.
Sengupta points out, ‘‘In form the equation is most perfect, it is far
superior to Ptolemy’s; it is above all praise.’’
Bháskara II gets the credit of being the first among the Hindu
astronomers in introducing the Moon’s equation which is now called
evection into a siddhántic text. It is remarkable that Bháskara’s discovery
preceded that in the west (by Tycho Brahe) by nearly four centuries.
Apart from the three major equations of the Moon, there is another
important fourth equation called, the annual equation. The credit of the
discovery of this lunar correction, among Indian astronomers, goes to the
Orissa astronomer, Candraùekhara Simha Sámanta (19th Century). It is
noteworthy that Candraùekhara discovered this important correction
independently since he was trained in the orthodox Sanskrit style and
totally ignorant of English education or the western development of
astronomy. In fact, Candraùekhara’s fourth equation works out to be
Annual correction = (11′ 27′′.6) sin (Sun’s anomaly).
Tycho Brahe took the coefficient wrongly as 4′ 30′′ while Horrock’s
(1639 AD) value is 11′ 51′′ .
4. Cakravála method to solve Nx 2 + 1 = y 2
Brahmagupta (628 AD) has the unique honour, in the history of
world mathematics, of discovering the general method of solving a second-
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order indeterminate equation, Varga Prakøti of the form Nx 2 + 1 = y 2
by his Bhávana method.
Bháskara II improved upon Brahmagupta’s method in his
Cakravála (cyclic) method. Bháskara’s method dispenses with the
necessity of seeking a trial solution, to start with, for the equation.
However, an earlier author Ácárya Jayadeva is known to have discussed
the Cakravála method.
The Cakravála method is essentially as follows : Suppose

Nx 2 + K = y 2 when K = ± 1 , ± 2 or ± 4
We can find a and b such that Na 2 + K = b 2 for any suitable K. We also
have N. 1 2 + (m2 --- N) = m2 . Applying the Samása Bhávana of
Brahmagupta, we readily obtain

 am + b 
N 


 K

2

m2 --- N
 bm + Na 
+
= 

K
K



2

..... (*)

By the kuûûaka method, choose m such that am + b is divisible
by K, where m is suitably chosen so as to make (m 2 --- N) numerically
small. Let

am + b
= a1 ,
K

bm + Na
m 2 --- N
= b1 .
= K 1 and
K
K

Then, we have Bháskara’s theorem 1 : When a1 is an integer,
then b1 and K 1 are also integers.
Equation (*) takes the form Na12 + K 1 = b1 2 where a1 , K 1 , b1
are integers. Now using a1 , b1 , K 1 instead of a, b, K, the process is
repeated. Let the new set of integers thus obtained be a 2 , b 2 , K 2 so
that Na 2 2 + K 2 = b 22 . The process is repeated successively.
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Bháskara’s theorem 2 : After a finite number of repetitions,
two integers a and b can be obtained such that

Na 2 + λ = b 2 where λ = ± 1 or ± 2 or ± 4
Thus, starting with Na 2 + K = b 2 , where K is any convenient
integer, we can arrive at a solution ( α , β ) of the equation

Nx 2 + λ = y 2
where λ takes the value 1 or 2 or 4 with either the positive or the negative
sign.
Once this solution is obtained, Brahmagupta’s usual method will
lead to an integral solution of the given equation, Nx 2 + λ = y 2 .
While Bháskara’s first theorem has been proved by Datta and
Singh and also by the famous German mathematician Hankel, the proof
of Bháskara’s second theorem has been given by A.A. Krishnaswami
Ayyangar (see Jour. Ind. Math. Soc. Vol. 18 (First Series), Second part,
232-245).
Krishnaswami Ayyangar has also shown that Bháskara’s
Cakravála method requires less number of steps than the modern EulerLagrange method of solving a Varga Prakøti equation.
‘‘It (Bháskara’s Cakravála method) is beyond all
praise : It is certainly the finest thing achieved
in the theory of numbers before Lagrange’’.
- Hankel, the famous German mathematician.
Considering the equation 61x 2 + 1 = y 2 , as an example, Bháskara II
obtains the solution :

x = 226 153 980 , y = 1766 319 049
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In fact, these are the least non-trivial integral values of x and y (having
9 and 10 digits respectively) satisfying the equation 61x 2 + 1 = y 2 .
Note : There is an interesting history behind this very particular equation,
61x 2 + 1 = y 2 . The famous French mathematician, Fermat, in 1657 AD,
proposed the above equation for solution, as a challenge, to Frenicle and
other fellow-mathematicians. None of them succeeded in solving the
equation in integers. But the very same equation, though coincidentally,
was completely solved by Bháskara II about five hundred years earlier.
5. Bháskara II on differentials
Bháskara II introduces the concept of instantaneous motion
(tátkálika gati) of a planet in the chapter on true positions of planets
(Spaúûádhikára) of his Siddhánta ùiromaïi. He clearly distinguishes
between sthüla gati (gross or average velocity) and sükúma gati (accurate
velocity) in terms of differentials.
If y and y ′ are the mean anomalies of a planet at the ends of
consecutive intervals, then according to Bháskara,
sin y ′ --- sin y = (y ′ --- y) cos y

which is equivalent to the result (in our modern notation) :

d (sin y) = cos y dy
In Bháskara’s own words :
ÌoÉqoÉÉkÉïxrÉ MüÉåÌOûerÉÉaÉÑhÉÎx§ÉerÉÉWûUÈ TüsÉÇ SÉåerÉÉïrÉÉåUliÉUqÉç
‘‘The product of cosine of the semi-diameter by the element of the radius
gives the difference of the two sines.’’
However, much before Bháskara, nearly two centuries earlier,
Maòjula (932 AD) has given the same idea in his Laghumánasam.
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Maòjula uses the fact that the tabular difference of sines for an arc are
proportional to the cosines.
Bháskara II goes further to state that the derivative (taken as a
ratio of differentials) vanishes at a maxima. He says :
rÉ§É aÉëWûxrÉ mÉUqÉÇTüsÉÇ iÉ§ÉæuÉaÉÌiÉTüsÉÉpÉÉuÉålÉ pÉÌuÉiÉurÉqÉç
‘‘Where the planet’s motion is maximum, there the fruit of the motion is
absent (i.e., stationary).’’
6. Cubic and biquadratic equations
The solution of cubic and higher order equations was a favourite
topic in algebra dealt with by the medieval Indian mathematicians.
Bháskara II gives the solutions of cubic and biquadratic equations
in his Bèjagaïitam :
1.

Solve the cubic equation

x 3 + 12x = 6x 2 + 35
Solution : The equation can be written as

x 3 --- 6x 2 + 12x --- 8 = 27
or

(x --- 2)3 = 33

so that x --- 2 = 3
or

x = 5

This is the only real root.
2.

Solve the biquadratic (i.e., fourth degree) equation

x 4 --- 2x 2 --- 400x = 9999
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Solution : Adding 4x 2 + 400x + 1 to both sides, we get

x 4 + 2x 2 + 1 = 4x 2 + 400x + 10,000
or

(x 2 + 1)2 = (2x + 100)2

or

x 2 + 1 = 2x + 100

i.e.,

x 2 ---  2x + 1 = 100

or

(x --- 1)2 = 100

so that we get

x --- 1 = 10
or

x = 11
The other roots, having complex values, are not considered since

the idea of complex numbers was introduced many centuries later by the
European mathematicians.
7. Contents of Karaïakutühalam ((KK
KK
KK))
This handbook (karaïa) of Indian astronomy consists of ten
chapters. The contents are more or less similar to those of Gaªe¶a
Daivajñas Grahal¹ghavam (GL, English exposition by S.Balachandra Rao
and S.K.Uma, IJHS, Vol. 41, No. 1-4, New Delhi, 2006). The algorithms are
briefer. However, in this text unlike GL, the trigonometric ratios jyá and
koûijyá are retained. The present English translation and exposition is based
on the printed text of KaraªakutØhalam, with Sumatihar¬as com., Gaªaka
kumuda kaumud» and Sudhakara Dvivedis com., V¹san¹ vibhØ¬aªa, ed. Dr.
Satyendra Mishra, Published by Krishnadas Academy, Varanasi, 1991.
Chapter 1 (Madhyamádhikára) explains the procedure of finding
the ahargaïa (the heap of elapsed civil days since the epoch) for a given
day according to the lunar calendar. The epoch chosen is the mean sunrise
(at Ujjayinè) on Thursday, February 24, 1183 AD (Julian).
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Obtaining the mean positions of all the heavenly bodies is
explained in this chapter. In finding the deùántara correction for a planet,
its true daily motion is multiplied by the distance of the place (in yojanas)
from the central meridian (madhyarekhá) and divided by 80. In obtaining
the divisor, it is significant that Bháskara II takes the circumference of
the earth as 4800 yojanas (approxly. 24000 miles). This means that
Bháskara II took the radius of the earth a little less than 3900 miles
which is correct as per modern knowledge.
In the Spaúûádhikára (Chapter 2), the method of finding the true
positions of the Sun and the Moon by applying the manda samskára and
those of the five planets by the manda and the ùèghra samskáras is
explained. For this purpose the text has provided tables of mandoccas
(apogees), parákhyas and maximum ùèghraphalas and mandaphalas.
Since the model of epicycles is adopted for the true positions of planets,
Bháskara II has used the peripheries (paridhis) for the manda and the
ùèghra epicycles as given in his Siddhánta Ùiromaïi.
Towards the end of this chapter, the computations of tithi,
nakúatra, yoga and karaïa are explained.
In Chapter 3 (Tripraùnádhikára), problems connected with
direction (dik), place (deùa) and time (kála) are discussed. Related to these
major issues, the concepts and computations of lagna (ascendant), kránti
(declination), akúa (latitude of a place), nata (zenith distance) and unnata
(altitude) are explained.
Chapters 4 and 5 deal with lunar and solar eclipses respectively.
Expressions for ùara (latitude of the Moon) and the angular diameters of
the Sun, the Moon and the earth’s shadow cone are given. Methods of
determining the half-durations, khagrása, totality etc. are explained.
The methods given in the text are applied to an example and it is
shown how the results are close to those given in the modern ephemerides.
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The akúa and áyana valanams are explained and their algebraic
sum called spaúûa valanam is calculated. The valanam is used in drawing
the diagram (parilekha) of the eclipse.
The effects of parallax on the longitude and the latitude of the
Moon, respectively called lambana and nati are considered at length. The
methods given in the text are applied to the example of the solar eclipse
which occurred on August 11, 1999. The beginning and the middle instants
of the eclipse differ from the ephemeris values by just about 5 minutes.
Chapter 6 deals with the rising and setting of the heavenly bodies
both heliacally and diurnally. In the chapter on Ùøñgonnati (elevation of
the Moon’s cusp) the method of finding of the valanam is explained.
In Chapter 8, on Grahayuti, determination of the instant of
conjunction (yuti) of two planets is explained. Depending on the true
positions of planets, which are likely to be in conjunction, the method of
finding the duration from the given instant for the gata (elapsed) or the
gamya (to be covered) is discussed in detail.
The `parallel’ aspects of the Sun and the Moon (when their
declinations are numerically equal) are called Vyatèpáta and Vaidhøti.
These are of significance in Indian astrology. Computations of these two
páta yogas are explained in detail in Chapter 9.
Possibility of an eclipse and calculation of related parametes at
the end of a bright or dark fortnight using the elapsed másagaïa (lunar
months) are discussed in Chapter 10. Actually this is the concluding
chapter. However, there is one more chapter after this, considered as
Chapter 11, called Nèradádhyáya. In this chapter method is prescribed
for computing the position of the Sun for which rain bearing clouds are
supposed to form. However, this topic is considered as a later
interpolation.
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At the end of the present text, Appendices and a detailed
Bibliography are included.
In the course of our exposition of the texts, mathematical
derivations, comparison with modern results and illustrative examples,
diagrams and tables are provided.
8. Commentators of Karaïakutühalam
The well-known commentators of Bháskara’s Karaïakutühalam
are Ekanátha (Brahmatulya bháúya, 1370 AD), Padmanábha (Nármadè,
1400), Viùvanátha (Brahmatulya udáharaïa), Soãhala (Karaïakutühala
ûèká, before 1462), Tables Brahmatulya Sáriïè, Sumatiharúa gaïi (Gaïaka
kumuda kaumudè, 1621) and Caïãèdása (before 1658).
In our present work we have mostly used Sumatiharúa’s
commentary especially for examples related to dates in the 17th century.

CHAPTER 1

MADHYAMÁDHIKÁRAÇ
(Mean Positions of Planets)
Ùloka 1 : I, Bháskara, prostrating before Gaïeùa, Sarasvatè, Brahmá
(Padmajanma
), Ùiva ((Èùa
Èùa
Bháskara
),
Padmajanma),
Èùa)) and the planets led by Sürya ((Bháskara
Bháskara),
enunciate the methods (of computing) planets, in this short work
(handbook), which are (giving) results equivalent to the Brahma
siddhánta..
siddhánta
Ùlokas 2 and 3 : In the (desired) aka (year) subtract 1105, multiply
(the remainder) by 12 (giving solar months) and add the elapsed (number of) months (counted) from Madhu (Caitra); multiply (the sum) by
2 and add 66 (to the product); (keeping the result in two places subtract the (integer) quotient, obtained by dividing the first result by 900,
from the second (result); dividing (the remainder) by 65, (thus) obtained adhi(ka)m¹sas (intercalary months) are added to the upper result (i.e. solar months). Multiply (the thus obtained lunar months) by
30 and add (the elapsed) tithis and 3. This becomes the ahargaªa starting from Thursday.
The ahargaïa (the heap of civil days elapsed) since the chosen epoch is
determined for a given date as follows :
(i) Subtract 1105 from the given Ùáliváhana ùaka (Ùá. Ùa.) elapsed year.
(ii) Multiply the result of (i) by 12 to obtain the number of elapsed solar
months (saura másas).
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(iii) Add the elapsed number of lunar months counting Caitra as 1.
(iv) Multiply the result of (iii) by 2 and add 66 to it.
(v) Divide the result of (iv) by 900.
(vi) Subtract the integer quotient obtained in (v) from the result of (iv).
(vii) Divide the result of (vi) by 65. The integer quotient gives the number of elapsed mean adhikamásas (intercalary months) since the epoch.
If an adhikamása is lost or gained in the process then that has to be
added or subtracted accordingly to get the true number of adhikamásas.
(viii) Add the number of true adhikamásas (vii) to the number of saura
másas (solar months) obtained in (ii) to get the number of elapsed lunar
months (cándra másas).
(ix) Multiply the result of (viii) by 30 to obtain the number of lunar days
(tithis) and add the elapsed tithis, in the given lunar month, counting
from pratipat (the first lunar day) of the ùukla pakúa (bright fortnight).
(x) Add 3 to the total elapsed tithis obtained in (ix). This gives the number of Cándra dinas.
(xi) Divide the result by 703. Add the integer quotient thus obtained to
the result of (x).
(xii) Divide the result of (xi) by 64. This gives the kúaya dinas. Subtract
the resulting integer quotient from the result of (ix). This gives the mean
ahargaïa for the given date.
(xiii) Dividing the ahargaïa obtained in (xii) by 7, if the remainder is 0,
the given date is a Thursday; if 1, Friday etc. However, depending on the
actual week day (known beforehand), 1 day may have to be added to or
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subtracted from the result of (xii), so that the obtained weekday coincides with the actual one, to get the true ahargaïa.
Note : (i) The epoch chosen in the Karaïa kutühalam is the mean sunrise on February 24, 1183 A.D. (Julian), Thursday at Lañká and Ujjayinè
on the same meridian.
(ii) Tables for finding the ahargaïa, from the Karaïa kutühalam (KK)
epoch, for any date of the Christian era are given in the Appendix.
Example : Vikrama Samvat 1676, Ùá. Ùa. 1541 Jyeúûha Køúïa 14
(caturdaùè), Sunday, corresponding to 12-5-1619 A.D. (G).
We shall determine the ahargaïa, the number of civil days elapsed
since the epoch of KK as explained in steps (i) to (xiii) above.
(i) The number of elapsed solar years, 1541 – 1105 = 436.
(ii) The number of elapsed solar months = 436 × 12 = 5232 .
(iii) 5232 + 1 = 5233 .
(iv) 5233 × 2 = 10466 ; 10466 + 66 = 10532
(v) Dividing 10532 by 900, the integer quotient = 11.
(vi) 10532 − 11 = 10521
(vii) Dividing 10521 by 65, the integer quotient is 161.
(viii) The number of lunar months elapsed = 5233 + 161 = 5394.
(ix) 5394 × 30 = 1,61,820 gives the number of elapsed tithis till the beginning of the corrected lunar month.
In the current lunar month of Jyeúûhá, the number of elapsed tithis
= 15 + 13 = 28, till the beginning of the running Køúïa Caturdarùè (14).
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Adding this to the result of (ix) we get the number of tithis elapsed (since
the epoch) = 1,61,820 + 28 = 1,61,848.
(x) 1,61,848 + 3 = 1,61,851.
(xi) Dividing 1,61,848 by 703, we get the integer quotient = 230. Adding
this to 1,61,851 [obtained in (x)], we get 1,62,081.
(xii) Dividing 1,62,081 by 64 we get the integer quotient = 2532
(kúayadina). Subtracting this from the result of (ix), we get 1,61,848 –
2,532 = 1,59,316.
(xiii) Dividing 1,59,316 by 7, the remainder is 3. Counting from Thursday (the weekday of the epoch) as 0, the given date falls on a Sunday (at
sunrise) which coincides with the actual weekday. Hence the true
ahargaïa (at the mean sunrise of the given date) is 1,59,316.
Note : Ahargaïa is the basic parameter using which the mean positions
of planets etc. are obtained as explained in what follows.
Ùlokas 4, 5, 6 : 10 (r¹¶is), 29(am
. ¶as), 13(kal¹s) form (the k¬epaka) of the
sun; 10, 29, 5, 50 of the moon; 4, 15, 12, 59 of the moons ucca (i.e. mandocca);
9, 17, 25, 9 of the moons p¹ta (R¹hu); 7, 21, 24, 21 of Kuja; 2, 21, 14, 30 of
Budha (¶»ghrocca); 2,4,0,51 of Guru; 8, 18, 5, 55 of ukra (¶»ghrocca); 4, 3,43,17
of ani. The k¬epaka, starting with r¹¶è , when combined with the planet obtained from the ahargaªa becomes the madhya (mean) planet at the sunrise in
La¡k¹ city.

The mean positions of the Sun, the Moon and the planets at the epoch
are as given in Table 1.1 at the mean sunrise. These are called kúepakas.
Ùloka 7 : The ahargaªa is multiplied by 13 and divided by 903; this
(result considered) as degrees etc. is subtracted from the dyugaªa
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Table 1.1 Mean positions at the epoch
Ravi Candra Moon’s Moon’s Kuja Budha Guru Ùukra Ùani
Mandocca Node
ùèghrocca
ùèghrocca
Ráùi

10

10

04

09

07

02

02

08

04

Aíùa (†) 29

29

15

17

21

21

04

18

03

Kalá (ƒ)

13

05

12

25

24

14

00

05

43

Vikalá (’’) 00

50

59

09

21

30

51

55

17

(ahargaªa).

(The result) reduced by the abdavÅnda (the number of

years elapsed since ¶aka 1105) divided by 64 in kal¹s (minutes of arc)
gives (the mean) Ravi (sun), Jña (Budha, Mercury) and ukra (Venus).

The ahargaïa must be kept in two places. One of them must be multiplied by 13 and divided by 903. The result, considered as amùas etc., must
be subtracted from the ahargaïa kept in the other place taken as amùas.
The result gives the ahargaïa related mean motions of Ravi, Budha and
Ùukra. This is subject to a correction called abda bèja samskára : Divide
the number of years elapsed since the epochal year (Ùá. ùa. 1105) by 64.
The result obtained is taken as kalás (minutes of arc) etc. and subtracted
from the above obtained mean motions to get the corrected ones for Ravi,
Budha and Ùukra. Add the kúepaka of the Sun to get the mean positions.
If A is the ahargaïa for a given date, then the mean positions of the Sun,
Mercury and Venus (taken as the same) are given by
Mean longitude = ( A − 13 A 903 ) deg . + K
890 o
o
A +K
= (1 − 13 903 ) A + K =
903
where the kúepaka K = 10 R 29 o 13′ . This means that KK has adopted
the mean daily motion of the Sun as 890 903 deg. i.e.,
0 o 59′ 08 ′′ 10′′′.365432 .
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Further, if Y is the Ùá. ùa. year then the abda bèja correction is to
subtract (Y − 1105 ) 64 minutes of arc from the above obtained mean
positions. Thus, we have corrected mean position of Sun =
( A − 13 A 903)o + K − (Y − 1105) 64′ .

Example : In the example under Ùlokas 2 and 3, the ahargaïa

A = 1,59,316 . Now, ahargaïa related motion is
o
(i) A −

13 A o
o
o
= 1,59,316 − 2,293 35′ 09′′ =
903

(ii) Abda bèja correction = (1541 − 1105 ) 64′ ≈ 06′49′′ noting that the given
Ùá. ùa. year Y = 1541 .
Now, subtracting the result of (ii) from that of (i), we get the bèja corrected motion of the Sun :
(iii) 1, 57, 022 o 24′ 51′′ − 06′ 49′′ = 1, 57, 022 o 18′ 02′′ . Dividing by 30o the
value in the degrees place, we get 5234 R 2o 18′ 04′′ . Dividing the number
in the ráùis ( R ) place viz. 5234 R by 12 R we get 436 as the completed
number of revolutions (bhagaïas) and the balance is 2 R 2o 18′ 04′′ .
(iv) Adding the Sun’s kúepaka = 10 R 29 o 13′ to the ahargaïa related
corrected motion of the Sun obtained in (iii), we get
Mean Sun = 2 R 2o 18′ 04′′ + 10 R 29 o 13′ = 1 R 01o 31′ 04′′ at the mean
sunrise in Lañká. This is taken as the mean longitudes of Budha and
Ùukra.
Note : In step (iii) above, if the value in the degrees place of the ahargaïa
related bèja corrected motion of the Sun is greater than (or equal to) 360o ,
then completed revolutions (bhagaïas) can be obtained directly also by
dividing the value in the degrees place by 360o and retaining the balance i.e., by removing the nearest multiples of 360o .
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Ùloka 8 : The ahargaªa multiplied by 14 and reduced by the 17th part
(of the product) and (when) subtracted the division of the ahargaªa by
8600 is the (mean) moon (Candra) in degrees.
The mean position of the Moon is obtained as follows :
(i) Multiply the ahargaïa by 14 and consider the result as amùas (degrees).
(ii) Divide the result of (i) by 17 and subtract the quotient (in degrees
etc.) from the result of (i).
(iii) Divide the ahargaïa by 8600 and subtract the quotient (in degrees
etc.) from the result of (ii).
(iv) Remove the nearest integral multiples of 360o (i.e., completed revolutions) from the result of (iii).
(v) Add the kúepaka of the Moon, 10 R 29 o 05′ 50′′ to the result of (iv).
This gives the mean position of the Moon at the mean sunrise in
Lañká for the given date (having the ahargaïa A).
If A is the ahargaïa, then
Mean Moon = 14 A o −

14 A o
Ao
−
+K
17
8600

where the kúepaka, K = 10 R 29 o 05′ 50′′ for the Moon. This means that
KK has taken the mean daily motion of the Moon as 13 o 10′ 34′′ 52′′′.534 .
Example :

For A = 1,59,316, we get
Mean Moon = 13009′37′′.23

Ùloka 9 : The ahargaªa is kept in two places. The sum of (the results
of) the one (in the first place) divided by 9 and the other (in the second
place) divided by 4012 is the (manda-)ucca of the moon.
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The ahargaªa is kept in two places. The sum of (the results) of the one
(in the first place) divided by 19 and the other (in the second place)
divided by 2700 becomes the moons node (indup¹ta).
(i) The mandocca (apogee) of the Moon is obtained as follows :
Keep the ahargaïa in two places. Divide one of them by 9 and the
other by 4012. Consider both the results as amùas (degrees) etc. and add
them. Removing the completed revolutions (i.e., integral multiples of
360o ) and then adding the kúepaka 4 R 15 o 12′ 59′′ to the result, the mean
position of the Moon’s mandocca is obtained.
Thus, for the ahargaïa A, we have

Ao
Ao
+
+K
9
4012
where K = 4 R 15 o 12′ 59′′ . Here, the KK has taken the mean daily motion of the Moon’s mandocca as 0o 6′ 40′′ 53′′′.838 .

Mandocca of the Moon =

(ii) The Moon’s páta (i.e., node) is obtained as follows :
Keep the ahargaïa in two places. Divide one of them by 19 and
the other by 2700 and then consider both results as amùas (degrees) etc.
To the thus obtained sum adding the kúepaka of the páta, we obtain the
mean position of the páta. That is, for the ahargaïa A, we have

Ao
Ao
+
+K
19 2700
where K = 9 R 17 o 25′ 09′′ . The KK has taken the mean daily motion of
Moon’s Páta (node) as 0o 03′ 10′′ 48′′′.421 .

Moon’s Páta =

Example : For ahargaïa A = 1,59,316 , we get

159316 o 159316 o
+
+ 4 R 15o 12′ 59′′
9
4012
= 17741 o 29′ 15′′ + 135 o 12′ 59′′ = 7 R 26 o 42′ 14′′

(i) Moon’s mandocca =

(removing the completed revolutions viz. 49).
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159316 o 159316 o
+
+ 287 o 25′ 09′′
(ii) Moon’s Páta =
19
2700
= 24 rev. 3 R 01o 18′ 39′′
Removing the completed revolutions 24, we get Páta = 3 R 01o 18′ 39′′ .
Ùloka 10 : The ahargaªa is kept in two places. The sum of (the results
of) the one (in the first place) multiplied by 11 and divided by 21 and
the other (in the second place) divided by 52444 is the mean Kuja (the
son of the Earth, Mars).
The ahargaªa multiplied by 4 added with 43rd part (of the product) and
reduced by 1421st part of the ahargaªa becomes the ¶»ghrocca of Budha.
(i) The mean Kuja (Bhauma) is obtained as follows :
Consider the ahargaïa in two places. Multiply one of them by 11
and divide by 21. That in the second place is divided by 52444. The two
results, considered as amùas (degrees) etc. are added. By adding Kuja’s
kúepaka 7 R 21o 14′ 21′′ to this sum we obtain the mean position of Kuja.
Thus, for ahargaïa A, we have
Mean Kuja =

11 A o
Ao
+
+K
21
52444

where K = 7 R 21o 14′ 21′′ . The mean daily motion of Kuja is taken as
0o 31′ 25′′ 42′′′.857 .

(ii) The position of Budha’s ùèghrocca is obtained as follows :
Keep 4 times the ahargaïa in two places. Divide one of them by
43 and add the results, considered as amùas (degrees) etc., From the result
thus obtained again subtract the quotient got by dividing the ahargaïa
by 1421 in amùas etc. Adding to the result the kúepaka we get Budha’s
ùèghrocca.
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For ahargaïa A, we have
Bhudha’s ùèghrocca = 4 A o +

4Ao
Ao
−
+K
43 1421

where kúepaka K = 2 R 21o 14′ 30′′ for Budha ùèghrocca. The mean daily
motion of Budha’s ùèghrocca is taken as 24 5′ 32′′ 21′′′
Example : For A = 1,59,316 we have
(i) Mean Kuja =

11
159316 o
(159316 ) o +
+ 231 o 1 4′ 2 1′′
21
52444

= 232 rev . 6 R 16 o 0 3′ 3 6′′
Removing the completed revolutions 232, we have
Mean Kuja =
(ii) Budha’s ùèghrocca
o
= 4 (159316 ) +

159316 o
4
(159316 ) o −
+ 81o 1 4′ 3 0′′ = 3 R 03 o 1 3′ 0 9′′
1421
43

(removing the completed revolutions 1811).
Ùlokas 11 and 12 (first half) : The ahargaªa is kept in two places. The
one (in the first place) is divided by 12 and the other (in the second
place) by 4227. The difference in their results (the latter subtracted
from the former) is the (mean) Guru (the minister of Indra).
The ahargaªa, multiplied by 16, is kept in two places. The one (in the
first pace) divided by 7451 which is added to the other (in the second
place) divided by 10, is am
ùèghra) ucca of
ùè
. ¶as (degrees) etc. gives the (ùè
ukra (the preceptor of demons).
(i) Guru’s (Indra mantrè) mean position is determined as follows :
Keep the ahargaïa in two places. Divide one of them by 12 and the other
one by 4227. Considering them as amùas (degrees) etc., subtract the lat-
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ter from the former. Adding to this difference the kúepaka of Guru (and
removing the completed revolutions), we get the mean position of Guru.
Thus, for ahargaïa A, we have
Mean Guru =

Ao
Ao
−
+K
12 4227

where kúepaka K = 64 o 0′ 51′′ Here, Guru’s mean daily motion is taken
as 0o 5′ 0′′ 51′′′.1 .
(ii) Ùukra’s ùèghrocca is obtained as follows :
Multiply the ahargaïa by 16 and keep the product in two places. Divide
one of them by 7451 and the other one by 10. Add the two quotients taking them as amùas (degrees) etc. Add to this sum the kúepaka
8 R 18 o 5′ 55′′ . Removing the completed revolutions, we get Ùukra’s
ùèghrocca.

Thus, for ahargaïa A, we have
Ùukra’s ùèghrocca =

16 A o 16 A o
+
+K
7451
10

where K = 258 o 5′ 55′′

The mean daily motion of Ùukra ùèghrocca is taken as 96′ 7′′ 43′′′.83 .
Example : For ahargaïa A = 159316,

15931 6 159316 o
−
+ 64o 0′ 51′′ = 11 R 12 o 39′ 27′′
(i) Mean Guru =
12
4227
removing the completed revolutions 36.
(ii) Ùukra’s ùèghrocca =

16
16
(159316)o +
(159316)o + 258o 5′ 55′′
7451
10

= 8 R 25 o 48 ′ 28′′
removing the completed revolutions 709.
Ùloka 12 (second half) : The ahargaªa, kept in two places, divided (respectively) by 30 and 9367 and added together is the (mean) ani (the
son of Arka, the Sun).
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The mean position of Ùani is obtained as follows :
Keep the ahargaïa in two places. Divide one of them by 30 and
the other by 9367. Add the two results as amùas (degrees). Expressing
this sum as revolutions, ráùis, amùas etc. and adding Ùani’s kúepaka, we
get the mean position of Ùani (for the given day at the mean sunrise).
For ahargaïa A, we have

A o
A o
+
Mean Ùani =
30
9367

+ K .

Here, kúepaka K = 4 R 3 o 43′ 17′′ = 123 o 43′ 17′′ .
Ùani’s mean daily motion is taken as 0 o 2′ 0′′ 23′′′.06 .
Example : For A = 159316 , we have
Mean Ùani =

159316 o 159316 o
+
+ 123 o 43′ 17′′ = 1 R 21o 15′ 46′′
30
9367

removing the completed revolutions 15.
Ùloka 13 : The (mean daily) rate of motion of Ravi is 59|8 kal¹s, of a¶»
(Candra) 790|35 kal¹s, of Candrocca (moons apogee) 6|41 kal¹s,of
Candrap¹ta (moons node, R¹hu) 3|11 kal¹s, of Kuja 31|26 kal¹s, of
Budha ¶»ghra 245|32 kal¹s, of Guru 5|0 kal¹s, of ukra ¶»ghrocca 96|8
kal¹s, (and) of ani 2 kal¹s.
The mean daily motions of Ravi, Candra etc. are as shown in
Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 Mean daily motions

Ravi Candra Moon’s Moon’s Kuja Budha Guru Ùukra Ùani
Mandocca Node
ùèghrocca
ùèghrocca
Kalá (’) 59

790

6

3

31

245

5

96

2

Vikalá (’’)08

35

41

11

26

32

0

08

0
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Ùloka 14 : Madhyarekhá (terrestrial meridian) is the line joining
Lañká (the city of demons) and the Meru (north pole). This line passes
through Kanyákumárè, Káòcè, Sita parvata, Vatsa, Ujjayinè,
Gargaráûa and Kurukúetra in between.
Ùloka 15 : [To get the deùántara samskára (correction)] the distance
of the given place from the madhyarekhá (central meridian) in yojanas
is multiplied by the daily motion of a planet and divided by 80. The
result is in vikalás (seconds of arc) and it is additive ((dhana
dhana
dhana)) or subtractive ((øïa
øïa
øïa)) according as the place is to the west or east of the
madhyarekhá
madhyarekhá..
Example : The distance of Ùivapurè is 30 yojanas from Gargaráûa (lying
on the madhyarekhá). The Sun’s (mean) daily motion is 59′ 08′′ . Multiply these and dividing by 80, we get
30 × 59′ 08′′
= 22.175 vikalás ≈ 22′′
80
Since Ùivapurè lies to the west of the madhyarekhá, the deùántara correction 22′′ is positive.
Remark : The radius of the earth r ≈ 4000 miles ≈ 800 yojanas
(taking 1 yojana ≈ 5 miles).
∴ Earth’s circumference = 2πr ≈ 4800 yojanas (as taken by Bháskara II)

To cover 4800 yojanas, the earth takes 60 ghaûès (in 1 rotation). Therefore, for 1 yojana, the

60
1
=
æ.
4800 80
Ùloka 16 : The abdas divided by 78 and 63 are subtractive (b»jas, corearth takes

rections) in vikal¹s (respectively) of Candra and Guru. Then, (the abdas
divided respectively) by 13,30,22 and 9 are additive in vikal¹s (corrections) of (Candras) p¹ta (node), ucca (apogee), Budha (¶ighrocca) and
ukra (¶ighrocca).
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To the above obtained mean positions of planets a correction called abda
bèja (samskára) is applied as follows :
From the given Ùá.ùa. year subtract 1105. This gives the elapsed
years (gatábda) since the epochal year.
For Candra, Guru, Candra páta (node), Candra ucca (Moon’s
mandocca),
Budha ùèghrocca, Ùukra ùèghrocca, the abda corrections are given by dividing the elapsed years (gatábda) respectively by 78, 63, 13, 30, 22 and
9. These are in vikalás (seconds of arc) among which the first two are
negative and the rest positive.
There is no abda corrections for other bodies viz., Sun, Kuja and
Ùani.
Example : In the example considered earlier,
Gatábda (elapsed years) = 1541 − 1105 = 436 .
The corrections for the different bodies are as follows :
(i)

Candra : − 436 78 ≈ − 5′′

(ii)

Guru : − 436 63 ≈ − 6′′

(iii) Páta (Ráhu) : 436 13 ≈ 33′′
(iv) Candrocca : 436 30 ≈ 14′′
(v)

Budha ùèghrocca : 436 22 ≈ 19′′

(vi) Ùukra ùèghrocca : 436 9 ≈ 48 ′′

CHAPTER 2

SPAÚTÁDHIKÁRAH
(True Positions of Planets)
For finding the true positions of planets from their mean positions, obtained in Chapter 1, we have to apply two important corrections
viz. mandaphala and ùèghraphala.
Ùloka 1 : The mandocca (apogee) of the sun is 780. (Those of) of Kuja
etc. are respectively 128½, 225, 172½, 81 (and) 261 (degrees).
Mandoccas of the planets are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Mandoccas of planets
Sun
Ravi

Mars
Kuja

Mercury
Budha

Jupiter
Guru

Venus
Ùukra

Saturn
Ùani

Ráùi

2

4

7

5

2

8

Aíùa

18

8

15

22

21

21

Kalá

0

30

0

30

0

0

Ùloka 2 : The par¹khy¹s of Kuja etc. are 81, 44, 23, 87 (and) 13. Then
the mean sun is the ¶»ghrocca of Guru, Kuja and ani.
The parasañkhyá (or parákhya) of each planet is given in the following table, which will be used in finding ùèghraphala of the planet.
The ùèghrocca of the (superior) five planets viz. Kuja, Guru and
Ùani is the mean Sun. The ùèghroccas of Budha and Ùukra are determined as given in Chapter 1, ùlokas 10 and 12.
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Table 2.2 Parákhyas of planets
Planet

Kuja

Budha

Guru

Ùukra

Ùani

Ráùi

2

1

0

2

0

Amùa

21

14

23

27

13

The parama (maximum) ùèghraphalas are given in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 Maximum Ùèghraphalas
Kuja

42o 27' 14"

Budha

Guru

Ùukra

Ùani

21o 30′ 36 ′′

11o 3′ 0.23′′

46 o 28 ′ 7.8 ′′

6o 13′ 9.29′′

The values for the maximum ùèghraphalas in the printed version
of Sumatiharúa’s commentary are wrong and hence not shown here. The
ùèghra equations for all the five planets, as per the Sürya siddhánta are
tabulated for every degree of the ùèghra anomaly in the Appendix.
Ùloka 3 : The planet subtracted from the ucca of mÅdu (manda) and the
cañcala (¶»ghra) are respectively the mÅdu (manda) and the cañcala
(¶»ghra) kendras. Considering (each group of) three r¹¶is (zodiacal signs)
as a quadrant, the phala (result) is positive or negative (according as)
the quadrant is from Me¬a or Tul¹ (00 or 1800).
This ùloka tells about the mandakendra and the ùèghrakendra of
planets and positivity and negativity of manda and ùèghra phalas.
(i) Mandakendra = Mandocca – Mean planet
(ii) Ùèghrakendra = Ùèghrocca – Mean planet
If the kendra (manda or ùèghra) is within six ráùis from Meúa (i.e.,
0o < Kendra < 180 o ), then the phala is positive. If the Kendra is within

six ráùis from Tulá (i.e., 180 o < Kendra < 360 o ), the phala is negative.
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Ùloka 4 : If the kendra is less than three r¹¶is (900), that is (itself) the
bhuja; if greater than three r¹¶»s (i.e. in II quadrant) then the kendra
reduced from the half-zodiac (1800) is the bhuja; if the (kendra) exceeds half the zodiac (greater than 1800 i.e. in III quadrant)then reduce
(the kendra) by the half-zodiac (1800). If (the kendra) is greater than
nine r¹¶is (in IV quadrant), then, the kendra reduced from twelve r¹¶is
(3600) is the bhuja. The bhuja reduced from three r¹¶is is the koi.
This ùloka gives the Bhuja and Koûi of Kendra as follows :
(i)

Bhuja = kendra if kendra < 90 o

(ii) Bhuja = 180o − kendra if 90o <

kendra < 180 o

o
o
(iii) Bhuja = kendra − 180 o if 180 < kendra < 270

(iv) Bhuja = 360 o − kendra if 270 o < kendra < 360 o
(v)

Koûi = 90 o − Bhuja (in all cases).

Ùloka 5 and 6 (first half) : The lesser of the elapsed (bhukta) and the
balance (to covered, bhogya) in liptas (minutes of arc) in the quadrant
of Kujas ¶»ghakendra is divided by 400. This, taken as am¶as, is subtracted from or added to (the mandocca), according as the (¶»ghra)
kendra is in the six r¹¶is from Karka (i.e. II and III quadrants) or Makara
(i.e. IV and I quadrants) is the spa¬a (corrected) mandocca (apogee)
of Kuja. One third of the obtained am¶as (degrees) reduced (from the
par¹khya) is the spa¬a (corrected) par¹khya of the earths son (i.e.
Kuja).
Obtaining the corrected (spaúûa) mandocca of Kuja is explained.
Find the quadrant (páda) in which the ùèghrakendra of Kuja lies. In that
quadrant, subtract the bhukta (elapsed) ráùi etc. (of the ùèghrakendra)
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from 90o . This gives the bhogya (to be covered) ráùi etc. in that quadrant. Between the bhukta (elapsed) and bhogya ráùis etc., find the lesser
one (alpa) and convert it into kalás (minutes of arc). Divide these kalás
by 400. The result will be in amùa etc. This has to added to or subtracted
from the mandocca of Kuja according as the ùèghrakendra is six ráùis
from Makara (in IV or I quadrant) or in the six ráùis from Karka (i.e., II
or III quadrant). One third of the amùas etc. obtained earlier must be
subtracted from the parákhya.
Ùlokas 6 (second half) and 7 : The blocks of R sine values (jy¹khaª©as)
are 21, 20, 19, 17, 15, 12, 9, 5 and 2.

The degrees (am¶as of the

kendra bhuja) divided by 10 is the (integer quotient) giving the elapsed
block (bhukta khaª©a). The remainder (in degrees etc.) is multiplied
by the block to be covered (bhogya khaª©a) is divided by 10 and what
is obtained is added to the sum of the elapsed blocks (khaª©a) to get
the jy¹ (R sine).
For finding jyá of a planet’s kendra the jyákhaïãas are given in
these ùlokas as listed below.
Table 2.4 Jyákhaïãas (R sine tables; R = 120)
Añkas

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Differences

21

20

19

17

15

12

9

5

2

Jyákhaïãa

21

41

60

77

92

104

113

118

120

The bhuja of the kendra is divided by 10. The quotient gives the
elapsed number of khaïãas. The remainder (in amùas etc.) is multipled
by the bhogya khaïãa (given in the second row of Table 2.4) and divided
by 10. The result is added to the sum of the elapsed (gata) khaïãas. This
gives the jyá of the given kendra.
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Ùloka 8 : (From the given R sine value) by subtracting (successively)
the (R sine) blocks, the balance is multiplied by 10 and divided by the
a¶uddha (that which cannot be subtracted) block. (The result) is added
to 10 times the (serial) number of the (last) ¶uddha (subtractable) block
to get the dhanu (bow, inverse of R sine).
Finding dhanu (the inverse of jyá) is explained.
From the jyá value, subtract the successive jyákhaïãas (in the
middle row of Table 2.4) until it is possible to do so (these are called
ùuddha khaïãas). The last khaïãa which cannot be subtracted is called
aùuddha khaïãa. The balance (ùeúa) jyá sañkhyá is multiplied by 10
and divided by the aùuddha khaïãa. The result is added to the product
of 10 and the ùuddha sañkhyá (above the last ùuddha khaïãa) to get the
dhanu.
Example : Consider jyá value = 100.
The nearest sum of the ùuddha khaïãas to the given jyá value
100 is that of the first five entries in the middle row. i.e., 21 + 20 + 19 +
17 + 15 = 92. Subtracting this from the given value, we have 100 – 92 =
8. Multiplying the above remainder (ùeúa) by 10 and dividing by the
10
= 6 º40′ . Adding this result to the
aùuddha khaïãa 12, we get 8 ×
12
product of 10 and the ùuddha sañkhyá 5 (lying above 15), we get dhanu
= (10 × 5 ) + 6 º40′ = 56 º40′ .
Ùloka 9 and 10 : The R sines (jy¹) of the manda of Sun etc. are multiplied by 10 and divided (respectively) by 550, 238, 107, 198, 228, 784
and 157 in degrees are the (manda phalas) which are positive or negative based on the (manda) anomaly (whether less or greater than 1800).
This operation (gives) the (fully) corrected Sun and Moon and (gives)
the manda-corrected other planets.
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Finding the mandaphala of the Sun etc. is explained.
The jyá of the mandakendra of the required planet is found out
from Table 2.4. This is multiplied by 10. The result is divided by 550,
238, 107, 198, 228, 784 and 157 respectively for Ravi, Candra, Kuja,
Budha, Guru, Ùukra and Ùani. This gives the mandaphala which is positive or negative according as the mandakendra (MK) is within six ráùis
from Meúa (i.e., 0o < MK< 180o ) or from Tuta (i.e., 180o < MK < 360o ) .
In the cases of Ravi and Candra, the true positions are obtained
thus by applying the mandaphala to the mean positions. For other planets, we get the manda-sphuûa positions.
The maximum (parama) mandaphalas of the planets are as given in Table
2.5.
Table 2.5 Parama mandaphalas
Ravi

Candra

Kuja

Budha

Guru

Ùukra

Ùani

Kalás

130

302

672

362

315

110

458

Vikalás

50

31

54

10

43

0

33

According to the Siddhánta Ùiromaïi of Bháskara II, the peripheries of the manda epicycles (taken as fixed), the corresponding maximum (parama) mandaphalas and the denominators (like 550, 238 etc.)
are given in Table 2.6.
Explanation : The mandaphala (MP) of a body is given by

MP =

a
sin m
R

where m = mandakendra (MK), a is periphery of the manda epicycle and
R = 360o , the periphery of the deferent circle.

The peripheries p of the different bodies are listed in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.6 Manda paridhis and parama mandaphalas
Planets

Manda paridhis

Maximum
mandaphala

Denominator

Ravi

13o 40′

2°º o 10′ 30′′.4

551 . 69

Candra

31o 36′

5o 01′ 45′′.47

238 .60

Kuja

70o

11o 08 ′ 27′′

107 .71

Budha

38 o

6 o 02′ 52′′.4

198 .41

Guru

33o

5 o 15′ 7′′.61

228.47

Ùukra

11o

1o 45′ 2′′.54

685.44

Ùani

50o

7o 57′ 27′′.8

150 .80

Table 2.7 Peripheries of manda epicycles
Bodies

At the end of

At the end of

odd quadrant ( po )

even quadrants ( pe )

Ravi

13 o 40′

14o

Candra

31o 40′

32o

Kuja

72o

75o

Budha

28 o

30o

Guru

32o

33o

Ùukra

11o

12o

Ùani

48 o

49o
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Note : The mandaphalas of all heavenly bodies, according to the Ùürya
siddhánta for every degree of the manda anomaly are tabulated in the
Appendix. The peripheries in Table 2.7 are according to the Sürya
siddhánta.
Here, the periphery of each body varies with the mandakendra
(MK). For example, in the case of Ravi, if m is at the end of an odd quadrant (i.e., m = 90 o or m = 270 o ), the periphery (p) is 13 o 40′ and at the
end of an even quadrant (i.e., m = 180 o or 0o ), p = 14 o . When m has other
values, the periphery p is given by
p = ( pe − po ) sin m

where pe and po are the peripheries at the ends of the even and odd
quadrants respectively.
The maximum (parama) mandaphala for the Sun is when m = 90 o , a = p0
i.e, (MP )max =

a
13 o 40′
=
= 0.0379629 radians = 2o 10′ 30′′
R
360 o

For the Moon,
(MP )max =

a
31o 40′
=
rads. = 5 o 2′ 23′′ .
R
360 o

Similarly, the maximum mandaphala for other planets is calculated.
Example : Mean Sun = 1 R 1o 37 ′ 51′′ , Mandocca of Sun = 2 R 18 o
∴ Mandakendra MK = 2 R 18 o − 1 R 1o 37′ 51′′

= 1 R 16 o 22′ 09′′ = 46 o 22′ 09′′
Bhuja of MK = 46 o 22′ 09′′

(since MK < 90 o )

Jyá ( 46 o 22′ 09′′ ) = 86.55375
∴ Mandaphala, MP =

86.55375 × 10
= 1o 34′ 25′′
550
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Since MK < 180 o , MP is additive.
∴ True Sun = Mean Sun + MP

= 1R 1o 37′ 51′′ + 1o 34′ 25′′ = 1R 3o 12′ 16′′
The cara correction = − 86′′ = − 1′ 26′′
∴ Cara corrected Sun = 1 R 3 o 12′ 16 ′′ − 1′ 26 ′′ = 1 R 3 o 10′ 50′′ .

(The cara samskára is explained in Ùlokas 19 and 20).
Ùloka 11 (first half) : The (manda) phala of Sun divided by 27 is applied to the mean Moon, additive or subtractive as is the case of the
(phala) of Sun.
The bhujántara correction for the Moon is given by
of the Sun’s equation of centre and is additive or subtractive ac27
cording as the latter is. This is combined with the mean Moon.
1

th

Explanation : The (true midnight and hence) the true sunrise differs
from the mean by an amount of time called the ‘equation of time’. This is
caused by
(i) the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit and
(ii) the obliquity of the ecliptic with the celestial equator.
The correction to the longitude of a planet due to the part (i) of
the equation of time caused by the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit is called
the bhujántara correction. The correction due to (ii) is called the
udayántara correction. We have for the Moon,
Bhujántara correction = (Equation of centre of the Sun in deg.)
× Daily motion of the Moon in minutes 21600

= (Eqn. of centre of the Sun in deg.) × 79 0′.58112 21600
≈ Eqn. of centre 27 (in degrees)
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Ùlokas 11 (second half) and 12 : The bhogya khaª©a (to be covered
block of R sine values) of Sun divided by 9, (that) of the Moon multiplied by 13 and divided by 4, (those) of Kuja and Budha multiplied by
2 and divided by 7, (those) of Guru etc. divided (respectively) by 50, 12
and 120 are the gatiphalams (motion results to be applied to the mean
rates of motion), it (each of the motion results) is positive or negative
according as the manda kendra (apsidal anomaly) is from Karka or
Makara (i.e. from 900 or 2700).
The true daily motions of the Sun and the Moon and the manda
corrected daily motions of other planets are explained.
For the planet whose manda correced daily motion is required,
the bhuja of its mandakendra (MK) is consdered. Find the bhogya (to be
covered) khaïãa for that bhuja from the jyá table (Table 2.4).
In the case of the Sun, divide this bhogya khaïãa by 9 which gives
its gatiphalam. This has to be added to or subtracted from the mean daily
motion of the Sun to get the true daily motion. The gatiphalam is additive or subtractive according to MK is in IV and I quadrants or in II and
III quadrants.
For other heavenly bodies, the gatiphalam is obtained as follows :
Candra

:

Bhogyakhaïãa × 13 4

Kuja

and Budha :

Bhogyakhaïãa × 2 7

Guru

:

Bhogyakhaïãa / 50

Ùukra

:

Bhogyakhaïãa / 12

Ùani

:

Bhogyakhaïãa / 120

These are in kalás (minutes of arc).
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Remark : We provide the rationale for the method of obtaining the true
daily motions of the Sun and the Moon given in the above ùloka.
(i) True daily motion of the Sun
If n is the mean daily motion and ∆ n be the correction to the same
to get the true daily motion, then we have
a
cos m ( ∆m)
R
2o
41o
where a = 13o 40′ = 13
=
, R = 360o and ∆m = mean daily motion
3
3
∆n =

of the Sun ≈ 60′
∴

∆n =

41
× 60′ × cos m radian
3 × 360

degrees

=

41
180
×
× 60 × cos m
3 × 360
π

41
10 × 41 × 60 (120 cos m)
× 60 cos m =
degrees
6π
10 × 6π
120
10
1
≈
koûijyá (m) =
Bhogyakhaïãa
9
9

=

(since in obtaining bhogyakhaïãas, the multiplier 10 is already used).
(ii) True daily motion of the Moon
The correction to the mean daily motion to get the true daily
motion is
∆n =

a
cos m ( ∆m)
R

where for the Moon, a = 31o 36′ , R = 360 , ∆m = mean daily motion =
790′ 35′′ .
∴

∆n =

=

(31.6 )
(790′ 35′′) cos m
360
(31.6 ) (790′ 35′′)
× (120 cos m ) radian
360 × 120
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=

(31. 6) (790′ 35′′) × 180 × koûijyá (m )
degrees
360 × 120 × π

= 33.13 koûijyá (m) = 10 × 3.313 koûijyá (m)

≈

13
13
[10 koûijyá (m)] = =
× (Bhogyakhaïãas)
4
4

(since in the bhogyakhaïãas the multiplier 10 is already used).
Ùloka 13 : The ¶»ghrakendra generated koijy¹ (R cosine) is multiplied
by the par¹khya and by 2 and subtracted from or added to the square
of the par¹khya according as the (¶»ghra) kendra is from Karka or Makara
(i.e. from 900 or 2700), to this is added 14400; the square-root of this
(result) is the (¶»ghra) karªa. The par¹khya multiplied by the bhujajy¹
(R sine of ¶»ghra kendra bhuja) and divided by (¶»ghra) karªa, the c¹pa
(bow, inverse of R sine) of this result is the ¶»ghra phala (result) to be
added to or subtracted from, (according as the ¶»ghra kendra is from
900 or 2700), the manda corrected (body) is the true (body).
Finding the ùèghraphala of Kuja etc. is explained.
(i) By subtracting (the already obtained) manda corrected planet from its
ùèghrocca we get the ùèghrakendra of the (manda corrected) planet.
(ii) Find the bhuja jyá and koûi jyá of the sèghra kendra.
(iii) Consider the product 2 × koûijyá × parákhya.
where parákhya is given in Table 2.2.
(iv) The result of (iii) is added to or subtracted from the (parákhya) 2 according as the ùèghrakendra is in I and IV quadrants or in II and III
quadrants.
(v) Add (120 )2 i.e., 14400 to the result of (iv) and take its square-root.
This is called ùèghrakarïa.
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(vi) Then parákhya × bhuja jyá / ùèghrakarïa gives the jyá of the
ùèghraphala.
(vii) The dhanu (or cápa) i.e., the inverse of jyá of the result of (vi) gives
the required ùèghraphala.
The ùèghraphala is added to or subtracted from the manda sphuûa
planet according as the ùèghrakendra is in I and II quadrants or in III
and IV quadrants.
Thus, we have
(i) Ùèghrakarïa =

( Parakhya)2 ± 2 parakhya × kotijya
û á + 14400

(ii) Jyá (Ùèghraphala) = Parákhya × bhujajyá / Ùèghrakarïa
The ùèghraphala is the cápa (dhanu) of the above.
Remark : Following Brahmagupta’s Khaïãakhádyaka, P.C. Sengupta has
derived the following expression for the ùèghraphala SP of a planet :
m
m

− tan −1 k tan 
SP =
.... (1)
2
2

where m is the ùèghra anomaly of the planet and k is a constant for a
planet based on the periphery of its ùèghra epicycle.
Let us denote (m 2 ) by x in (1) so that we have
S ≡ SP = x − tan −1 ( k tan x )

Differentiating w.r.t. x , we get

dS
= (1 − k ) (1 − k tan 2 x ) (1 + k 2 tan 2 x )
dx
For SP to be maximum, dS dx = 0 so that 1 − k tan 2 x = 0 or tan x =
or x = tan

−1

 1 
 i.e., m = 2 tan −1

 k

 1 


 k

1
k

.... (2)
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Substituting (2) in (1), we get
1 − k 
k = tan −1 

k
2 k 
The values of k for the planets and the corresponding maximum
SPmax = tan −1

1

− tan −1

ùèghraphala (SP) are listed in Table 2.8
2.8.
Table 2.8 Maximum mandaphala and value of k
Planet

Value of k

Kuja

0.21212

40 o 32′ 30′′

Budha

0.46341

21o 30′ 37′′

Guru

0.6666

11o 32′ 23′′

Ùukra

0.16129

46 o 14′ 17′′

0.8

6o 22′ 45′′.7

Ùani

Maximum ùèghraphala

Note : The ùèghraphalas of the five tárágrahas, according to the
Ùüryasiddhánta, are tabulated in the Appendix for every degree of the
ùèghra anomaly.
Ùloka 14 : To the thus obtained manda corrected planet (treating it, as)
madhya, the ¶»ghra correction is applied (treating this corrected as
madhyama the second) manda correction is (obtained and) applied to
the (original) madhyama planet. (Again) the ¶»ghra correction is applied to the (latest)manda corrected planets. (Specially, in the case) of
Kuja, the first corrections are halved and then (the later corrections are
taken) in full. This procedure is applied repeatedly till the result is stable.
The method of applying the manda and the ùèghra corrections successively to get the true planets is explained. A still more accurate correction specially for Kuja is also explained.
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First by applying the mandaphala to the mean planet, the manda
corrected planet is obtained. Second step : by considering the manda
corrected planet as the mean, obtain the ùèghraphala and apply it to the
same. Third step : Find the mandaphala for the corrected planet obtained
in the second step and apply it to the original mean planet. Apply the
ùèghra correction to the latest manda corrected planet.
Thus, if the mean planet is P, the first manda corrected planet
P1 = P + ME1 where ME1 = manda equation for P.

The first ùèghra corrected planet P2 = P1 + SE1 where SE1 =
ùèghra equation for P1 .
The second manda corrected planet P3 = P + ME 2 where ME 2 =
manda equation for P2 and P = Mean planet
The second ùèghra corrected planet P4 = P3 + SE 2 where SE 2 =
ùèghra equation for P3 .
In the case of Kuja the manda and ùèghra corrections are applied
slightly differently as follows :
With the notations P , P1 , ME etc. as explained earlier, now for
Kuja we have

1
ME1
2
1
P2 = P1 + SE1
2
P1 = P +

P3 = P + ME 2 and
P4 = P3 + SE 2

Ùlokas 15 and 16 : The mean motion (of a planet) corrected with
gatiphalam becomes manda (corrected) gati. The (daily rate of) mo-
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tion of the ¶»ghrocca reduced by the manda corrected motion becomes
the motion of ¶»ghra kendra.
This dr¹k (¶»ghra) kendra multiplied by the a¶uddha khaª©a (nonsubtractable block) of the c¹pa (bow, inverse of R sine) of the
¶»ghraphalajy¹, multiplied by 40 and divided by 7 times the ¶»ghrakarªa;
the result in kal¹s subtracted from the (rate of) motion of the ¶»ghrocca
becomes the true (rate of) motion of a planet.
Obtaining of true daily motions of planets is explained.
(i) The gatiphala of a planet obtained earlier (Ùlokas 11 and 12) is applied to the mean daily motion to get the manda sphuûa (corrected) gati
(motion).
(ii) The daily rate of motion of the ùèghrocca of the planet is combined
with the manda corrected motion [obtained in (i)].
This gives the motion of the ùèghra kendra.
This must be multiplied with the aùuddha khaïãa obtained in
finding the cápa (inverse of jyá) of the ùèghraphala jyá. The result is
multiplied by 40 and divided by 7 times the ùèghra karïa. The result,
which is in kalás, must be subtracted from the rate of motion of the
ùèghrocca. This is the true daily motion of the planet.
In case the kalás obtained in the above step is greater than the
ùèghrocca motion (in kalás), then subtract the ùèghroccagati from the said
kalás to get the true daily motion. In this case the planet is in retrograde
motion (vakragati).
Ùloka 17 : The karaª¹bda (elapsed years since epoch) in minutes of arc
added to 110 gives the ayn¹m¶a (precession of equinox) in degrees.
Obtaining of ayanámùa is explained:
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Subtract 1105 from the given (ùáliváhana ùaka) year and divide the result by 60 to get aíùas etc. Add this to 11o to obtain the ayanáíùa at
the beginning of the given lunar year. For the elapsed lunar months
(counting from Caitra), add at the rate of 5 vikalás (seconds of arc) per
completed lunar month to get the total ayanáíùa.
Note : The ayanáíùa, the accumulated amount of precession of equinoxes, is calculated in this text at the rate of 1′ (or 60′′ ) per year. Since
Bháskara II takes the ayanáíùa for his epochal year 1105 (Ùá. ùa) as
11o , it means that he assumes the year of zero-ayanámùa as Ùá. ùa

(1105 − 11 × 60 ) = 445 Ùá. ùa (i.e., about 522 −23 A.D.) .
However, from modern astronomy we know that the mean annual
rate of precession of the equinoxes is 50′′.2 . The Govt. of India has
adopted, 285 A.D. as the year of zero-ayanáíùa based on the report of
the Calendar Reform Committee.
Ùloka 18 : The bhujajy¹ of twice the (mean s¹yana) Ravi divided respectively by 5 and by 21 are uday¹ntara (corrections) of Ravi and
Candra in vikal¹s (are seconds) and kal¹s (are minutes); these are
additive and subtractive respectively as (s¹yana mean) Ravi is in even
or odd quadrant.
The correction called udayántara samskára is explained.
(i) The bhujajyá of twice the mean Sáyana Ravi is determined..
(ii) Divide the result by 5 to get udayántara in vikalás for the Sun.
(iii) Divide the result of (i) by 21 to get the udayántara correction for the
Moon in kalás.
The correction is positive or negative according as the sáyana Sun
is in the even or odd quadrants.
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Example : We have
Mean Sun = 1 R 1o 33′ 26′′
Ayanáíùa = 18 o 16 ′ 10′′
Sáyana mean Sun = 49o 49′ 36′′
Bhuja jyá of ( 2 × sáyana mean Sun) = 118 .30084
∴

Udayántara of the Sun
Udayántara of the Moon

118. 30084
= 23′′.660168 ≈ 24′′
5
118. 30084
=
= 5′ 38
21
=

Not
e : If S = Bhuja of sáyana Sun, then
Note
sin ( 2 S)

= 24 sin ( 2 S) vikal a s
Sun is 120
5
Udayántara of 
Moon is 120 sin ( 2 S) = 40 sin ( 2 S) kal a s
21
7

Ùloka 19 : As many days as the ayan¹÷¶as (precession of equinoxes in
degrees) prior to the Me¬a sankr¹nti (nirayaªa solar ingress into Me¬a)
the shadow of the ¶a¡ku (gnomon) at the midday is the ak¬aprabh¹.
This ak¬abh¹ multiplied by 10, 8 and 10/3 are the carakhaª©as of three
r¹¶is of s¹yana Ravi.
Ùloka 20 : The (elapsed) degrees of the bhuja r¹¶i (of the s¹yana Ravi)
multiplied by the bhogya khaª©a (the cara block of the bhuja r¹¶i) and
divided by 30 and added (to the cara khaª©as of the elapsed bhuja
r¹¶is) is the cara in palas; this (carapala)is negative or positive as the
s¹yana Ravi is in the northern or southern hemisphere.
The carapala multiplied by the (true rate of) motion and divided
by 60, in vikal¹s is additive or subtractive (as is the carapala) at the
time of rising and the reverse for setting.
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Finding the cara corrections for Sun, the Moon etc., is explained.
Place a cone (ùañku) of 12 añgulas length in any place at the mid-day of
the sáyana Meùa sañkránti (solar ingress of Aries). Consider the length
of the shadow of the ùañku. (This is called palabhá or akúabhá or
akúaprabhá). The palabhá (in añgulas) is multiplied separately by 10, 8
and 10 3 resulting in three carakhaïãas. Arranging these 3 in the above
order and its opposite order alternately we get the sthánèya cara khaïãas
of the 12 ráùis.
Now after obtaining the carakhaïãas, we shall find the carapala as follows :
(i) Consider the bhuja of sáyana true Sun.
(ii) Find the carakhaïãa corresponding to the elapsed ráùi (bhukta rási).
(iii) Consider the bhuktáíùa of the running ráùi and multiply it by the
corresponding carakhaïãa and divide by 30.
(iv) Add the results of steps (ii) and (iii). The sum gives the carapala
or carakarmapala, which is additive or subtactive according as the
sáyana Ravi is in the uttaragola (i.e., 0 o < sáyana Ravi < 180o ) or dakúiïa
gola (i.e., 180o < s áyana Ravi < 360o ).
(v) Now multiply the above carapala by the true daily motion of the Sun
and divide by 60. The result which will be in vikalás is added to or subtracted from the Sun to get the cara corrected Sun.
Similarly we can find the cara correction for the other planets by considering the corresponding sáyana planets and their true daily motions.
Finding the day (Ayana dina) on which the shadow is to be considered :
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Method (i) : Ayanadina = Ayanáíùa –

Ayanáíùa
42

where the ayanáíùa is taken in degrees.
The result will be in days etc. Another method is as follows.
Method (ii) : Multiply the true daily motion of the Sun by ayanámùa
and divide by 60. The result will be in days etc.
Example : We have, ayanáíùa = 18 o 16′ 10′′ , true motion of the Sun =
58′ 35′′

58′ 35′′ × 18 o 16′ 10′′
= 17 d 50 gh 17vig
Ayanadina =
60
By method (i) we have

Ayanáíùa
42
18 o 16′ 10′′
o
= 18 16′ 10′′ −
= 17 d 50 gh 4vig
42

Ayanadina = Ayanáíùa –

(with a small difference between the values from the two methods).
On the above day at a place called Ùivapurè
Ùivapurè,, we have the shadow of the
cone = 5 30 añgulas.
The three carakhaïãas are

i.e.,

10 × 5 30 ,

8 × 5 30 ,

10
× 5 30
3

55

44

18

Now, the sáyana Sun = 1 R 21o 23′ 44′′
Bhuja of sáyana Sun = 51 o 23′ 44′′
From this we understand that the first ráùi namely Meúa is over and the
elapsed part of the Vøúabha ráùi is 21o 23′ 44′′ . Therefore the carakhaïãa
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corresponding to the bhukta ráùi (Meúa) is 55 and that of bhogya ráùi
(Vøúabha) is 44.
The elapsed part of the bhogya khaïãa =

21o 23′ 44′′ × 44
30

≈ 31 22

Now carapala = Bhuktakhaïãa + elapsed part of the Bhogyakhaïãa
= 55 + 31 22 ≈ 86 palas
Since the sáyana Sun is in the uttara gola the above carapala is subtractive.
Now, taking the true daily motion of the Sun as 57′ 9′′ , we get
cara correction =

carapala × 57′ 9′′
86 × 57′ 9′′
=
≈ 82′′ (in seconds of
60
60

arc).
Since carapala is negative, subtract 82′′ from the true Sun to get the
cara corrected true Sun.
Similarly, the cara correction in vikalás for the Moon, Kuja, Budha, Guru,
Ùukra, Ùani and Ráhu are 1203, 7, 148, 16, 87, 10, 4 obtained respectively. Here except in the case of Ráhu, all are subtractive.
Ùloka 21 : (The longitude of) Candra less (that of) Ravi in degrees
divided separately by 12 and 6 are (respectively) the tithis and the
karaªas. Subtracting 1 (from the number of elapsed karaªas), there
are cara (moving karaªas) Bava etc. (start from the latter half of ¶ukla
pratipat) and the four (sthira, fixed, karaªa¶) akuni etc. from the latter half of kÅ¬ªa caturda¶».
Ùloka 22 : (The longitude of) a planet, in kal¹s (minutes of arc) and
(the longitudes of) the Moon added with (that of the) Sun, in kal¹s (arc
minutes) divided by 800 are respectively the nak¬atra and the yoga.
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(The remainder, the elapsed part) gata and (its complement from the
divisor 800) gamya (to be covered portion) in viliptas (arc seconds)
divided by the respective (rates of) motion are the elapsed and the
balance (nak¬atra and yoga) n¹©ik¹s (gha»s each of 24 minutes of time).
Obtaining of the (paòcáñgas viz.) tithi, etc. is explained below :
1. Finding the tithi :
(i) Subtract the position of the true Sun from that of the Moon (in degrees) and divide by 12. The integer quotient q gives the number of elapsed
tithis. Let r be the remainder (in degrees).
(ii) In the running tithi (i.e., q + 1 ), the remainder (in kalás) divided by
the difference of the true daily motions in kalás of the Moon and the Sun
and multiplied by 60 gives the elapsed part (gata) of the ( q + 1)th tithi.
(iii) Similarly, the gamya (balance) part of the current ( q + 1)th tithi is
given as follows :
Subtract the remainder r (deg.) from 12o and convert the difference into
kalás. Divide this difference (kalás) by the difference between the true
daily motions of the Moon and the Sun (in kalás) and multiply by 60.
This gives the balance (gamya) part of the current tithi in ghaûès.
Example : On a given day,
True Sun = 1 R 3 o 6′ 12′′ ≡ S
True Moon = 0 R 8 o 47′ 21′′ ≡ M
o
R o
∴ M − S = 11 5 41′ 09′′ = 335 41′ 09′′ .

Dividing by 12o , we get q = 27 and r = 11o 41′ 09′′ .
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The elapsed number of tithis 27 means that 12 tithis are elapsed
in the køúna pakúa (dark fortnight) and the 13th tithi (trayodaùè) is running.
In the 13th tithi, the elapsed portion (gata) is r = 11o 41′ 09′′ =
70 1′ 09′′ . The difference between true daily motions of the Moon and the

Sun = 783′ 22′′ .
(True daily motions of the Sun and the Moon are respectively 57′ 28′′
and 84 0′ 50′′ ).
701′ 09′′
∴ the gata portion = 783′ 22′′ × 60 gh. = 53 42 gh.
Now, 12 o − r = 12 o − 11o 41′ 09′′ = 18 ′ 51′′
18′ 51′′
∴ the gamya portion = 783′ 22′′ × 60 gh. = 1 36 gh.
Therefore, the duration of the current 13th tithi (trayodaùè) = gata +
gamya portions = 53 42 gh. + 1 36 gh. = 55 18 gh.
2. Finding the karaïa :
Each tithi is divided into two halves called karaïas. Thus, a lunar month has 60 karaïas. These are divided into two groups viz. cara
(movable) and sthira (fixed).
The cara karaïas : Bava, Bálava, Kaulava, Taitila, Gara, Vaïij, Viúûi.
The sthira karaïas : Ùakuni, Catuúpáda, Nága and Kimstughna.
The second half of køúïa pakúa caturdaùè, both halves of amávásyá
and the first half of the following ùukla pratipat are successively the four
sthira karaïas named earlier.
The 7 cara karaïas start with the latter half the ùukla pratipat
and end with the first half of køúïa caturdasè repeating themselves cyclically. These are determined as explained below :
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Let M and S be the true longitudes of the Moon and the Sun.
(i) Find ( M − S ) : If M is less than S, then add 360o to ( M − S ) to get its
revised positive value.
(ii) When ( M − S ) is divided by 6o let K be the integer quotient and R be
the remainder. Subtract 1 from the quotient so that ( K − 1) karaïas have
elapsed. This means that the Kth karaïa is currently running.
(iii) If K is 57, 58, 59, 60 (or 0), then the running karaïa is correspondingly Ùakuni, Catuúpáda, Nága, and Kimstughna.
(iii) If ( M − S ) 6 is less than 7 the integer quotient is taken as K. If
( M − S ) 6 is greater than 7, then subtract the nearest integral multiple
of 7 and K be the balance quotient and R be the remainder. Subtracting
1 from the quotient, ( K − 1) represents the elapsed karaïa counting from
Bava in the list of cara karaïas and K is the running karaïa.
Example : True Ravi S = 1 R 3 o 06′ 12′′ , True Candra M = 0 R 8 o 47′ 21′′ .
∴ M − S = 11 R 5 o 41′ 09′′ = 335 o 41′ 09′′

Dividing ( M − S ) by 6, we have quotient = 55 and remainder 5 o 41′ 09′′ .
i.e., K = 55 and R = 5 o 41′ 09′′ .
This means 54 karaïas are completed and the 55th one is running. This
is not in the list of the four sthira karaïas. Dividing 55 by 7 (i.e., removing the multiples of 7) we get the 6th karaïa viz. Vaïij, the currently
running karaïa.
Note : When ( M − S ) is divided by 6, if K is the integer quotient, we
subtract 1 from K to get the elapsed karaïa since the list of Bava karaïa
etc. starts with the second half (and not the first half) of the ùukla pratipat.
Now, in the running karaïa of Vaïij, the elapsed portion is given
by the remainder R = 5 o 41′ 09′′ (the gata part). The balance (gamya)
portion is given by 6 o − (5 o 41′ 09′′ ) = 18′ 51′′ .
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Converting into kalás, we have gata part = 341′ 09′′ , gamya part
= 18 ′ 51′′ . Differnce between the true daily motions of the Moon and the
Sun is 781′ 52′′ . Therefore we have

341′ 09′′ × 60
= 26 10 gh.
781′ 52′′
18′ 51′′
gamya ghaûès = 781′ 52′′ × 60 = 1 26 gh.

gata ghaûès =

∴ Total duration of Vaïij karaïa = 26 10 gh. + 1 26 gh. = 27 36 æ.

3. Finding the yoga :
The sum of the true Sun and the true Moon (in kalás) is divided
by 800. The integer quotient q indicates the number of yogas completed
and the ( q + 1)th yoga is currently running and r be the remainder.
The remainder r is converted into kalás and divided by the sum
(in kalás) of the true daily motions of the Sun and the Moon. This multiplied by 60 gives the gata (elapsed) portion of the running yoga in ghaûès.
The remainder r in kalás is subtracted from 800 and the result (in kalás)
is divided by the sum (in kalás) of the true daily motions of the Sun and
the Moon and multiplied by 60. This gives the gamya (elapsed) portion of
the current yoga.
The sum of the gata and the gamya portions in ghatès gives the total
duration of the running yoga in æ.
Example : True Sun, S = 1 R 3 o 6 ′ 12′′ and true Moon, M = 0 R 8 o 47′ 21′′ .
Their sum, S + M = 1R 3o 6′ 12′′ + 0 R 8 o 47′ 21′′ = 1R 11o 53′ 33′′ =
2513′ 33′′ .

The sum of the true daily motions of the Sun and Moon = 898′ 18′′ .
Dividing (S + M ) by 800, we get q = 3 and r = 11 3′ 33′′ .
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This means that 3 yogas are completed and the 4th yoga viz. Saubhágya
is running (see Appendix for the list of yogas).
The gata (elapsed) portion of the Saubhágya yoga is 113′ 33′′ and the
gamya (balance) portion of that is 800′ − 113′ 33′′ = 686′ 27′′ . Therefore,
we have

113′ 33′′
× 60 = 7 35 gh.
898′ 18′′

(i)

gata ghaûès =

(ii)

gamya ghaûès =

686′ 27′′
× 60 = 45 50 gh.
898′ 18′′

Duration of the yoga = 7 35 + 45 50 = 53 25 gh.
4. Candra and Sürya nakúatras :
The (nirayaïa) positions of the Sun and the Moon in kalás are
divided separately by 800. Let q1 and q2 be the quotients and r1 and r2
be the remainders.
The quotients q1 and q2 represent respectively the number of
nakúatras completed by the Sun and the Moon. The next nakúatras are
the currently running ones.
The remainders r1 and r2 in kalás divided respectively by the true
daily motions of the Sun and the Moon (in kalás) and multiplied by 60
give the gata (elapsed) portion of the running nakúatras in ghaûès. Similarly, (800 − r1 ) and (800 − r2 ) , in kalás, divided respectively by the true
daily motions (in kalás) of the Sun and the Moon and multiplied by 60
give the gamya (balance) portions of the nakúatras in ghaûès.
Example : True Sun, S = 1R 3o 6′ 12′′ = 198 6 ′ 12′′ ; True Moon,
M = 0 R 8 o 47′ 21′′ = 527′ 21′′ . Dividing S and M (in kalás) by 800, we get
the quotients and the remainders :
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q = 2,
1

r = 386′ 12′′

q =0,
2

r = 527′ 21′′ for the Moon
2

1

for the Sun

Therefore, Sürya nakúatra is the 3rd nakúatra viz., Køttiká. The
Moon is in the 1st nakúatra i.e., Aùvinè. That is, Aùvinè is the Candra
nakúatra.
In the case of the Moon, on the given day, the true daily motion is
840′ 50′′ . Therefore

gata ghaûès of Aùvinè =

527′ 21′′
× 60 = 37 37 gh.
840′ 50′′

gamya ghaûès of Aùvinè =

800′ − 527′ 21′′
× 60 = 19 27 gh.
840′ 50′′

Total duration of the Áùvinè nakúatra = 37 37 gh. + 19 27 gh. = 57 04 gh.
For the Sun, on the given day, the true daily motion is 57′ 28′′ .
The true Sun = 198 6 ′ 12′′ which is in the Køttiká nakúatra. Each nakúatra
has 4 equal parts each of 200′ angular range called a páda (quarter).
Thus, in Køttiká 38 6′ 12′′ has elapsed. This means that the Sun is in the
2 nd

páda.

In this 2 páda, the gata (elapsed) part is 18 6′ 12′′ and the gamya (balance) part is 20 0′ − 18 6′ 12′′ = 13′ 48′′ . Since the true daily motion of the
Sun is 57′ 28′′ we have

186′ 12′′
days = 3 d 14 gh 24 vig
57′ 28′′
13′ 48′′
(ii) gamya part =
days = 0 d 14 gh 24 vig
57′ 28′′
(i) gata part =

both of the 2nd páda of Køttiká. In fact, the duration of this páda is
3d 14 gh 24vig = 0d 14 gh 24vig = 3d 28 gh 48 vig .

